Peritoneal fluid modulates the sperm acrosomal exocytosis induced by N-acetylglucosaminyl neoglycoprotein

Abstract

The effect of peritoneal fluid (PF) on the human sperm acrosome reaction (AR) was tested. Sperm was pre-incubated with PF and the AR was induced by calcium ionophore A23187 and a neoglycoprotein bearing N-acetylglycosamine residues (NGP). The AR induced by calcium ionophore was inhibited 40% by PF from controls (PFc) and 50% by PF from the endometriosis (PFe) group, but not by PF from infertile patients without endometriosis (PFi). No significant differences were found in the spontaneous AR. When the AR was induced by NGP, pre-incubation with PFc reduced (60%) the percentage of AR, while PFe and PFi caused no significant differences. The average rates of acrosome reactions obtained in control, NGP- and ionophore-treated sperm showed that NGP-induced exocytosis differed significantly between the PFc (11%) and PFe/PFi groups (17%), and the ionophore-induced AR was higher for PFi (33%) than PFc/PFe (25%). The incidence of the NGP-induced AR was reduced in the first hour of pre-incubation with PFc and remained nearly constant throughout 4 h of incubation. The present data indicate that PF possesses a protective factor which prevents premature AR.

Introduction

Mammalian sperm must undergo a specialized exocytotic event, the acrosome reaction (AR), to fertilize the oocyte. The binding of capacitated sperm to the zona pellucida triggers the physiological AR, whose proposed mechanism occurs by aggregation of specific receptors on the sperm surface (1,2). Sperm-egg binding involves lectin-like proteins on the sperm surface that recognize specific glycans of the zona pellucida (3), and multiple carbohydrates appear to be involved in human sperm-zona pellucida binding (4). Binding sites for mannose and N-acetylglucosamine have been proposed to play an important role in human fertilization. They are involved in the induction of AR by N-acetylglycosamine- and mannose-containing neoglycoproteins (NGP) (5-7) and are related to the fertilizing potential of spermatozoa (8-10). Moreover, the stimulation of human sperm AR by neoglycoproteins is strongly correlated with the rate of fertilization in vitro (9,10), and may be used to predict fertilization success.

Peritoneal fluid (PF) may be introduced into the tubal environment, where its soluble
substances or cells interact with the gametes and may act as modulatory factors in fertilization. Some components of PF are elevated in or unique to endometriosis patients (11,12). The composition of PF may be altered in women with endometriosis or unexplained infertility, and these substances may have a detrimental effect on sperm and/or oocyte. The effects of PF from women with endometriosis on some sperm functional parameters have been reported by several investigators, resulting in conflicting observations (11-15). Moreover, peritoneal fluid from patients with endometriosis decreases the sperm-egg interaction in mice (16) and sperm-zona binding in humans (17). The effects of PF on sperm function are not clear and require further studies.

The aim of the present study was to determine the effect of PF from fertile women and from infertile patients with and without endometriosis on the sperm acrosome reaction induced by an N-acetylglucosamine neoglycoprotein.

**Material and Methods**

**Reagents**

Calcium ionophore A23187 (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) was dissolved as a 100 x stock solution in dimethyl sulfoxide and stored at -20°C. GPM medium was obtained from Serono (Madrid, Spain). Bovine serum albumin (BSA; fatty acid and globulin free) and N-acetyl-ß-D-glucosaminide phenylisothiocyanate were from Sigma. All other reagents were from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany) unless otherwise stated.

**Synthesis of neoglycoproteins**

The neoglycoprotein albumin N-acetyl-ß-D-glucosaminide phenylisothiocyanate (BSA-GlcNAc) was obtained essentially as described by Monsigny et al. (18). Briefly, to a solution of 1 mmol of BSA in 5 ml 0.1 M sodium carbonate buffer, pH 9.5, 20 mmol of N-acetyl-ß-D-glucosaminide phenylisothiocyanate was added. The solution was stirred for 20 h at 4°C, and the product was then purified by gel filtration on a Sephadex G-50 column in distilled water. The carbohydrate content, determined by the phenol-sulfuric acid method (19), was 23 residues per BSA molecule. The neoglycoprotein BSA-GlcNAc was dissolved in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at 100 mg/ml for stock solutions, and stored at -20°C in small aliquots that were thawed before use.

**Peritoneal fluid**

Peritoneal fluid was obtained from 15 women of reproductive age undergoing a diagnostic laparoscopy or seeking tubal ligation. The sample was separated and pooled into three groups: fertile without endometriosis (PFc; N = 5); infertile without endometriosis (PFi; N = 5), and infertile with endometriosis (PFe; N = 5). Peritoneal fluid was collected by laparoscopy, placed on ice and immediately transported to the laboratory in sterile plastic tubes. After centrifugation (10 min/200 g at 4°C) the supernatant was aliquoted and frozen at -70°C until use. All women were ovulating and none was using any contraceptive method. Procedures were carried out between days 7-10 of the menstrual cycle. The PFS from patients with endometriosis used in this study correspond to stages 1 and 2 according to the classification of the American Fertility Society (20). Protein concentration was determined by the method of Lowry et al. (21): PFc = 22.6 ± 3.5 mg/ml; PFe = 24.7 ± 5.6 mg/ml; PFi = 23.8 ± 3.5 mg/ml.

**Sperm capacitation**

Semen samples were obtained from 12 donors in our assisted reproduction program, presenting normal sperm morphology and
progressive motility. Only samples with more than 80% motile cells were used. After complete liquefaction, semen was diluted in the same volume of GPM medium, and then centrifuged for 10 min at 900 g. The supernatant was discarded and the sperm was washed twice in GPM. Motile sperm were obtained by swim-up, diluted to 5 x 10⁶ cells/ml GPM and incubated for 18 h at 37°C and 5% CO₂ in air.

**Acrosome reaction assays**

Fifty microliters of GPM (for mock incubations), PFc, PFe or PFi were added to 450 μl of capacitated sperm suspensions and incubated for 60 min. Aliquots (100 μl) of PF-incubated sperm were then separately exposed for 60 min to the following reagents at the indicated final concentration: BSA-GlcNAc (2 μg/ml), calcium ionophore A23187 (10 μM) (positive control), or fresh medium (negative control). Induction of AR was stopped by adding 1 ml of PBS, and washing cells twice with PBS. An aliquot of sperm suspensions was air dried onto immunofluorescence slides, submerged 30 s in methanol at 4°C for cell permeabilization (22) and dried again immediately. The acrosome reaction was evaluated using lectin staining with 50 μg/ml FITC-labeled Pisum sativum agglutinin in duplicate assays. Stained cells (approximately 200 cells per treatment) were scored under an epifluorescence microscope at 1000X magnification. The stimulation of the AR by neoglycoprotein (STIM) was calculated as:

$$\text{STIM} = \frac{\%\text{ARn} - \%\text{ARc}}{\%\text{ARi} - \%\text{ARc}}$$

where %ARn = percentage of acrosome reaction in NGP-treated cells; %ARc = percentage of acrosome reaction in cells incubated with medium, and %ARi = percentage of acrosome reaction in ionophore-treated cells.

**Statistical analysis**

The means ± SEM were calculated for the variables studied. The data were subjected to analysis of variance and, when appropriate, to Duncan analysis to determine differences. Values were considered significantly different from each other when P<0.05.

This research was approved by the Ethics Committee of the hospital (GPPG/HCPA, register No. 95051) and informed consent was obtained from all subjects involved in the study.

**Results**

Human sperm acrosomal exocytosis was induced with NGP and calcium ionophore after pre-incubation with peritoneal fluid from infertile women with (PFe) and without endometriosis (PFi). Peritoneal fluid from fertile women (PFc) was used as control. The results are summarized in Figure 1. In the absence of inducer (spontaneous AR), pre-incubation with the different PF groups caused no significant effect on the levels of acrosomal loss. The induction of AR by calcium ionophore A23187 was used as a full response control. The ionophore-induced AR was inhibited when sperm was pre-treated with PFc or PFe, while treatment with PFi

![Figure 1 - Effect of peritoneal fluid (PF) on the sperm acrosome reaction.](image-url)
caused no significant difference (Figure 1). The effect of both PFc or PFe on the ionophore-induced AR was similar, presenting no statistical difference. When acrosomal exocytosis was induced with NGP, only the treatment with PFc resulted in a significant decrease in the incidence of AR (Figure 1), while pre-incubation with PFe or PFi caused no significant effects.

PFc data for individuals are shown in Figure 2. Among the samples studied only two presented a slight increase in AR rate when treated with PFc, while in the others pre-incubation with PFc inhibited the AR. Some patients showed a low incidence of NGP-induced acrosomal loss. The large SEM observed indicate wide variations in individual responses, but, as can be seen in Figure 2, wide interindividual variations in AR also exist.

The kinetics of the PF effect on the NGP-induced AR are shown in Figure 3. The incidence of NGP-induced AR among spermatozoa was reduced in the first hour of pre-incubation with PFc and remained nearly constant for the next 4 h of incubation. In contrast, the addition of PFe or PFi did not significantly affect the rate of AR induced by NGP at any time point examined (Figure 3). The normalized NGP-induced AR, represented by the value of STIM, presented a positive correlation with the rate of in vitro fertilization (9), being a functional test to predict the fertilization success. Adequate in vitro fertilization rates are obtained only when the STIM values are above or near 0.2, which is considered to be the cut-off value (9). The STIM values were calculated for the PFs tested, and all groups presented STIM >0.2 (Figure 4). Although PFc values were lower than for other treatments, there were no statistical differences between groups.

Discussion

The substances or cells present in the PF may be deleterious or, conversely, may enhance some sperm functional parameters. Since the composition of PF from infertile women with or without endometriosis is altered, its effect on sperm function may be modified. In this regard, activated macrophages that phagocytize sperm cells (12) and activated lymphocytes and their products are modified in the PF from women with endometriosis (14,23). Moreover, some PF constituents are elevated or unique to endometriosis patients (24,25), but have not been studied in terms of their effect on sperm function.

The physiological induction of the acrosome reaction by the zona pellucida in ca-
pacitated sperm requires the normal function of at least two mechanisms. First, the complementary binding of sperm-surface receptors to zona pellucida glycoproteins, and secondly, the transduction of this signal with activation of calcium flux. Neoglycoproteins containing mannose or N-acetylglucosamine residues induce the human sperm AR, with requirements similar to those of the zona pellucida (5). The NGP effect occurs by signal transduction pathways similar to those described for zona-induced AR, i.e., activation of G-proteins, voltage-dependent calcium channels (26) and tyrosine kinase (6). The induction of AR by GlcNAc-neoglycoprotein also presents a positive correlation with in vitro fertilization rates (9). In contrast, calcium ionophore triggers the AR independently of the capacitation process and without the involvement of membrane receptors. The lack of a relationship between the results of chemical (ionophore) and physiological (zona pellucida) stimuli for the acrosome reaction has been recently reported (27). In view of the physiological significance of NGP-induced AR, the results presented here suggest that PF from fertile women contains a protective factor which preserves the sperm against a premature AR. This indicates an inhibitory effect on sperm AR which was not observed with PFe and PFi. In addition, the STIM values obtained were similar for all three groups of PF studied, being above 0.2, which is the value related to successful in vitro fertilization. This suggests the effect of PFe in protecting against a premature AR, but without impairing fertilization.

The effect of PF on sperm AR has been reported by others. The incubation of sperm with PF from patients with endometriosis or unexplained infertility increases the spontaneous or dibutyryl c-AMP-induced AR (15) when compared with untreated cells. However, the effect of PF from fertile women was not assessed for comparison. Arumugam (28) reported that elevated iron concentrations in the PF from endometriosis had a detrimental effect on the AR. The inhibitory effect of PF from endometriosis patients on both spontaneous and ionophore-induced AR in comparison with spermatozoa incubated in PF from the control group has been recently reported (29). Finally, our findings demonstrate that PFe inhibits the AR induced by NGP and that PF from control and endometriosis groups caused a decrease in the ionophore-induced AR. These effects of PF on acrosome reaction may be explained in part by the complex composition of each sample of PF. Furthermore, some differences among procedures, such as the concentration of PF used, may contribute to the contradictory reports from different laboratories.

The PF in cases of endometriosis-associated infertility may produce adverse effects on the normal mechanisms of gamete interaction. Sueldo et al. (16) reported that PFe decreases sperm-egg adhesion in the mouse. The reduction of sperm binding to the zona pellucida in the presence of PF from patients with endometriosis has been reported, but it is not known whether changes were occurring at the sperm or oocyte level (17). Factors like endometrial protein PP14, that do not affect the in vitro AR, may decrease the in vivo AR by inhibiting the sperm-zona binding (30). Indeed, PF from infertile women presented elevated glycosidase activities, which may promote adverse effects on fer-
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